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isu 152 soviet heavy self propelled gun 1943 - the isu 152 came about for two main reasons the success of the su 152
and the arrival of the is heavy tank hull seeing as though the is was an upgrade of the kv series which the su 152 was based
on it made perfect sense to mount the same weapons on the newer platform this would mean that, soviet russian armor
and artillery design practices 1945 - soviet russian armor and artillery design practices 1945 to present starts the reader
at the end of world war 2 and follows the course of armored fighting vehicle and artillery designs right up to the most modern
equipment now in prototype stage or in service, diecast tanks and military vehicles the motor pool - diecast military
vehicles when you do a search on google there s a reason why we always come up at the top of the leader board the motor
pool is proud to offer the largest selection of diecast military vehicles
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